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	The History of Approximation Theory: From Euler to Bernstein, 9780817643539 (0817643532), Birkhauser, 2005
The problem of approximating a given quantity is one of the oldest challenges faced by mathematicians. Its increasing importance in contemporary mathematics has created an entirely new area known as Approximation Theory. The modern theory was initially developed along two divergent schools of thought: the Eastern or Russian group, employing almost exclusively algebraic methods, was headed by Chebyshev together with his coterie at the Saint Petersburg Mathematical School, while the Western mathematicians, adopting a more analytical approach, included Weierstrass, Hilbert, Klein, and others.

This work traces the history of approximation theory from Leonhard Euler's cartographic investigations at the end of the 18th century to the early 20th century contributions of Sergei Bernstein in defining a new branch of function theory. One of the key strengths of this book is the narrative itself. The author combines a mathematical analysis of the subject with an engaging discussion of the differing philosophical underpinnings in approach as demonstrated by the various mathematicians. This exciting exposition integrates history, philosophy, and mathematics. While demonstrating excellent technical control of the underlying mathematics, the work is focused on essential results for the development of the theory. 


The exposition begins with a history of the forerunners of modern approximation theory, i.e., Euler, Laplace, and Fourier. The treatment then shifts to Chebyshev, his overall philosophy of mathematics, and the Saint Petersburg Mathematical School, stressing in particular the roles played by Zolotarev and the Markov brothers. A philosophical dialectic then unfolds, contrasting East vs. West, detailing the work of Weierstrass as well as that of the Goettingen school led by Hilbert and Klein. The final chapter emphasizes the important work of the Russian Jewish mathematician Sergei Bernstein, whose constructive proof of the Weierstrass theorem and extension of Chebyshev's work serve to unify East and West in their approaches to approximation theory.

Appendices containing biographical data on numerous eminent mathematicians, explanations of Russian nomenclature and academic degrees, and an excellent index round out the presentation.
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Make: Bicycle Projects: Upgrade, Accessorize, and Customize with Electronics, Mechanics, and MetalworkMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		What is a bicycle? The answer is a little trickier than you might think. More than just a form of transportation, your bike is a framework on which you can explore and display your own inventiveness.With a full history of the bicycle and information about commercial mods such as adding baby seats and fenders--as well as instruction...



		

Broken Markets: A User's Guide to the Post-Finance EconomyApress, 2012

	"I would sleep better if I knew that Bernanke, Geithner, Bachus, Sen. Tim Johnson, Obama and Romney all kept dog-eared copies of Kevin Mellyn's Broken Markets on their nightstands. . . . Mellyn's work is a fascinating, important, and eminently good read and should inform the debate on overhauling the U.S. and...


		

Aerodynamics for Engineering Students, Sixth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2012

	Already one of the leading course texts on aerodynamics in the UK, the sixth edition welcomes a new US-based author team to keep the text current. The sixth edition has been revised to include the latest developments in compressible flow, computational fluid dynamics, and contemporary applications. Computational methods have been expanded and...





	

Modern Computer Arithmetic (Cambridge Monographs on Applied and Computational Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	This is a book about algorithms for performing arithmetic, and their implementation
	on modern computers. We are concerned with software more than
	hardware – we do not cover computer architecture or the design of computer
	hardware since good books are already available on these topics. Instead, we
	focus on algorithms for...


		

Encyclopedia of Diagnostic ImagingSpringer, 2008

	The aim of this comprehensive encyclopedia is to provide detailed information on diagnostic radiology contributing to the broad field of imaging. The simple A to Z format provides easy access to relevant information. Extensive cross references between keywords and related articles enable efficient searches in a user-friendly manner. The wide...


		

Essential Email Standards: RFCs and Protocols Made PracticalJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Email as we know it is useful only because it is interoperable. I can read the email you send me, no matter what kind of system you used to send it and no matter what kind of system I use to read it. As long as we all use software that adheres to the open standards, we can all get along just fine. The first part of this book first describes the...
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